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Introduction
Since Apple® released the iPhone® SDK in 2008 we have seen an explosion of third party
applications, with over 150,000 apps available and more than 4 billion downloads. The market for
paid apps is estimated to be more than $250 million per year.
We have worked on some of these publicly available applications1 and we anticipate an increasing
demand for similar projects in the future. We also see demand for applications deployed and
delivered inside organizations allowing access to internal applications while on the move.2 We
expect this to increase dramatically with the improved deployment support in iOS 4.0.
These projects generally favor small focused teams with highly iterative practices. In particular, the
important new user experience paradigms that are associated with these devices mean that a
compelling user experience requires early and frequent iteration of designs.
However, many of the tools that we take for granted in other development environments are
missing or immature in the iPhone development space. We have found that high quality
deliverables require a commitment to automated testing and continuous integration. Our
commitment to this has led us in the past to help the community fill the gaps that exist in these
tools. Many of the tools in other spaces were started or incubated by ThoughtWorks employees3
(e.g. JMock, NMock, NUnit, Selenium, Webdriver). OCMock4 (an Objective-C implementation of
mock objects) was also written by a ThoughtWorks employee.
This white paper is an attempt to summarize our experience in the projects we have already
undertaken, and to point out the gaps in the current set of tools and techniques. We hope that our
contribution to the conversation will help guide tools evolution for this important application
platform.

Motivation
The first wave of applications to be developed for the platform tended to be quickly developed to
target very specific users. Getting to market early was key. As the platform matures, we are seeing
more applications that form a core part of the business. And start-ups need to make an investment
in the continuing quality of their software asset.
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Enterprises will have to maintain portfolios of custom applications, potentially for a long time and
over multiple generations of devices. Enterprise users have different expectations of support and
maintenance, and their operations teams will be asked to maintain an increasing number of mobile
applications.
Early indications are that the iPhone is gaining traction in enterprises: AT&T recently reported that
enterprise customers purchase 40% of iPhones.5 In addition, our own clients who are interested in
learning to leverage this new platform for their own business applications have approached us.
Additionally there is increasing eagerness for applications that leverage the iPad™ unique selling
points, and we are working with clients on such apps.

Our Analysis
Since rigorous engineering practices are at the core of how we develop software, we decided to
evaluate the ecosystem in terms of how it supports the core Agile practices that are a part of the
Extreme Programming (XP)6 body of methods. Specifically, our lens focused on the following
practices:
• Whole Team
• Test Driven Development
• Continuous Integration
• Small Releases

Whole Team
To effectively build any software application the whole team needs to be engaged and available.
This means having customers and users who are engaged and available to the development team.
For the small focused apps that thrive on the iPhone and similar devices this is even more critical.
For most organizations all aspects of iOS development are new and unfamiliar. With such
constraints it is crucial that the team is able to iterate its designs very quickly. This can only happen
if the team is working closely.

The importance of User Experience
An iPhone application is the user interface. Build something that is not useful, usable or delightful
and it will rapidly gather negative ratings, wither and die. Apple’s very strong emphasis (and
enforcement through the approval process) of a consistent set of user conventions means that iOS
applications reinforce these affordances and train users with a powerful set of expectations on the
behavior of applications on the device.
However, applications deployed within the enterprise are not naturally subject to these forces.
Many enterprises do not contain dedicated and experienced User Experience (UX) experts. Even if
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there is an in-house UX team they probably do not have experience with these new devices and
their conventions. This can lead to a poorly designed or alien-feeling user interface. On a device
like the iPhone where the user experience is so consistent, even small divergences from existing
user conventions are extremely jarring.
A combination of on-team UX expertise and an iterative approach is important to deliver a
consistent and effective user experience. The right kind of UX expertise is difficult to access - even
at ThoughtWorks where our UX experts7 are very much in demand across the company. When a
team is constrained in its access to UX expertise, the iterative approach and fast customer
feedback become even more crucial.

Test Driven Development
In ThoughtWorks, Test Driven Development8 (TDD) has been at the core of our development
practices for the last decade. For us it is a core part of the design process. Many of us like to refer
to Test Driven Design or Behavior Driven Design (BDD). So one of the first things we do on a
project is decide on the unit testing approach that we will use.

Unit testing
Unit testing has been supported on Apple’s Objective-C frameworks for a long time via the OCUnit
testing framework.9
More recently OCUnit has been integrated into Apple’s development environments and XCode
wizards. Apple’s recommended approach divides the tests into Logic Tests and Application Tests.
Logic Tests run during the build process. One disadvantage of this approach is that it is not
possible to debug Logic tests. Application Tests are built into a separate target that can be run and
debugged on a real device.
Other approaches to unit testing are the Google™ Toolkit (GTM)10 and GHUnit.11 XCode wizards
do not support these tools but they do provide a more flexible approach to testing. The
recommended practice is to create separate targets for unit testing on simulators or the device
itself. While GHUnit is interesting, particularly for the fact that it can create standard XUnit XML
output, at present we prefer Google Toolkit.

Mock objects
A common unit testing technique on other platforms is mock testing. We replace parts of the
system with fake objects and test interactions of the part of the system under test with these
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fakes.12 Mock testing is well supported on the iOS platform due to the dynamic nature of ObjectiveC. The long-standing OCMock13 framework by ThoughtWorks’ Erik Doernenburg is widely used.
Of particular interest is Doernenburg’s mock-based approach to testing Cocoa controllers.14 While
this discussion involves testing desktop applications the approach and techniques are identical for
iOS applications.

Acceptance/UI Testing
For UI functional and acceptance testing there are currently no “one-hundred percent satisfactory”
solutions, although some interesting tools are emerging.
The most promising approaches learn from the successful approaches of Sahi, Selenium and
Selenium Webdriver. They embed an HTTP server into the application under test that provides a
simple HTTP protocol for driving the UI and retrieving information about the current state of the
view. This enables integration with a variety of well-understood external tools such as Cucumber15
(and our own Twist Agile test automation tool16).

Choosing a UI Testing Strategy
Until the UI testing frameworks mature we recommend light automated UI testing (smoke testing)
using one of the frameworks we discuss above, sufficient to exercise basic functionality. We
believe that a large investment in any particular UI testing framework is not yet justified. Until the
tools stabilize, teams will need to invest more time in manual testing.
Since some issues are not evident in device simulators it is particularly important to test on the
oldest supported device, since this brings out issues that are masked in the simulator and newer
devices with different memory and performance constraints.

Continuous Integration
In the past, ThoughtWorks’ teams have found that the technical hurdles to implementing automated
continuous integration on the iOS platform outweigh the potential benefits that it would bring. Our
teams have successfully used lightweight automated continuous integration, compiling the app with
‘treat warnings as errors’ turned on for example, but this is not a permanent solution for the need.
While this is a pragmatic choice for small teams it is more difficult to sustain quality across a
portfolio of projects in the longer term. The tools and frameworks are rapidly maturing to the point
where automated continuous integration can become as ubiquitous as it is on other development
platforms.
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A current limitation is poor support for automatically provisioning and running applications on the
simulator or a real device. It is possible to achieve this using Applescript® to drive the XCode
environment but this is still awkward and makes testing some scenarios difficult. For example it is
useful to be able to test the behavior of the application when it is closed and then re-opened. But
this is not simple if closing and re-opening the system is not possible.

Small Releases
Automated deployment in an enterprise is currently somewhat cumbersome. Provisioning and
deploying applications to devices within the enterprise will need to be improved before we can
consider a true continuous deployment solution for iOS apps.
The increasing demand for enterprise mobile applications will present unique challenges for
already stretched operations staff. Mobile applications tend to be small and narrowly focused, and
operations teams will be asked to manage many of these applications in the coming years.
Improvements in iOS 4.0 promise to address this issue17, but it is too early to assess these new
provisioning approaches. We will be watching future announcements closely.

Conclusion
The Agile practices and techniques that ThoughtWorks has been using and refining for many years
still provide value in development of mobile applications. However the tools that support these
practices are not yet as mature as in other platforms.
To build an effective team we believe organizations should invest in UX expertise and expect to
iterate their designs aggressively. Development practices such as automated unit testing and
continuous deployment are important in such highly iterative teams.
Currently due to relatively immature Acceptance and UI testing frameworks we recommend that
teams concentrate primarily on manual testing on real devices in the short term, while carefully
evaluating the emerging UI testing frameworks.
Continuous deployment support is critical to the success of mobile applications in the longer term,
particularly in organizations that will support a portfolio of applications. We’d like to see improved
scriptability of deployment and provisioning tools so that automation can be more widely used.
We are excited by the potential for these new devices and we expect them to play an increasingly
important role as enterprises embrace mobile technologies. We will be doing our part to help
evolve the supporting tools and techniques.
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Mingle, an Agile management and collaboration tool,
provides a common workspace for all team members
and an automated system of record for all projects.
Mingle can adapt to any existing workflow process and
easily manages daily development activities. Offering
true-to-life visibility into the entire development
process
for
all
stakeholders,
Mingle
helps
development teams become more open and
collaborative.
Twist, an automated testing solution, provides Englishlike constructs, making the testing process more
productive for all team members. As applications grow
in complexity, Twist helps to more easily maintain
complex test suites. These suites keep pace with
application development and are held as long-living
assets.
Cruise provides both continuous integration and
release management and can drive development and
IT operations to collectively plan continuous product
releases. Cruise offers deployment pipelines and a
zero-configuration build grid, which simplify the release
management process. Unlike open-source tools,
Cruise scales to meet the needs of a complex
development project with numerous dependencies.

